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Disclaimer & Terms of Use
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applicability, fitness, or completeness of any information provided herein. This information 
is provided “as is” and for educational purposes only.

By using the information provided in this ebook, you agree to take full responsibility for 
your actions. In no event shall the author be held liable for any consequential loss or 

damages that arise from the use of information in this ebook, or from the use of products 
recommended in this ebook.

The author makes no guarantees as to the results that may be obtained by use of the 
information provided herein.

This publication is protected by copyright law and may not be reproduced, altered, or 
distributed without the express permission of the author.
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It's an idea so boner-inducing that I could barely keep it in 
my shorts the minute I first heard of it. 

You can have sex with ANYONE?

You can create a virtual world containing whomever you 
wish and proceed to debauch with them to your heart's 

content??

You can do this all within the privacy of your own head???

Uhhh, yeah, that sounds like something you might want 
to read a little about, doesn't it?

Sit back and take this all in, my friend, cuz you've just 
found a portal to a sexual paradise...and it's in your own 

dreams!

Before continuing, take a moment to signup for your 
FREE account at Sexual Dreamer Free Cams!
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Dedication
I'd like to dedicate this ebook to my first college girlfriend. She slept with my friends, 

humiliated me with hers, and then dumped me because I was too “clingy.” I'd just like to let 
her know that, in my dreams, I have fucked every single girl she ever knew. I fucked her besty, 
her other besty, her milfy English Lit professor she always idolized, both her sisters (even the 
fat one), her mama, her dental hygienist, and her Zumba instructor. Oh, and since she never 

gave me anal, I went ahead and popped her in the patootie. It was gooooood. 
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The Sexual Holodeck

Ladies and gentlemen, I have discovered something so completely awesome, I 
felt I had to share it with the great masses of fellow internet pervs who may be 
as unaware of it as I, regrettably, used to be. It's called Lucid Dreaming, and for 
those of you who haven't heard of it, it's quite simply a perv's greatest fantasy 
come true. Lucid dreaming is the act of knowing you're in a dream and taking 
control of the dream itself.

For those of you who are into Star Trek at all, I want you to imagine the 
Holodeck (remember that room where the Enterprise crew could create virtual 
worlds to play around in?). The Holodeck environment was not real...it was a 
creation of the ship's super-advanced computer (which employed holography, 
force fields, and other technologies to make the virtual world indistinguishable 
from reality). 

As artificial as the environment and characters were, the human occupants of 
the Holodeck felt as though they were in an actual world inhabited by real, 
thinking beings. The individuals they would meet in there appeared totally real 
to them, and behaved exactly as a human (or alien) would. You can imagine the 
potential for sexual activities that such a device would bring to the table.

Well, it turns out that the human mind is fully capable of creating the kind of 
virtual worlds any fictional starship holodeck can create. Of course it is...think 
about it. Every night, we pop into strange worlds and kind of "go through the 
motions" of some crazy script that our subconscious mind writes for us. Normal 
dreams are essentially virtual worlds outside of our conscious control -- 
fabrications that allow us to exist in a different realm for a time, while we 
remain oblivious to the fact that it's not real. Lucid dreams, in contrast to 
normal dreams, are virtual experiences that we do control, and that we fully 
realize are virtual experiences removed from the real world.

When you enter a lucid dream, you are fully conscious of the fact that you are 
dreaming. This awareness gives you a great deal of power, since it's YOUR mind 
that is creating the world you are experiencing. This means that you have the 
power to change the landscape, pop new people or things into the dream, or do 
just about anything else you can imagine. It also means, most importantly, that 
you can rock the casbah with ANYONE!
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My Sexual Revolution

Lucid dreaming opened up a whole new world of sexual freedom for me, when I 
discovered how to use it for my licentious purposes. You might have initially 
heard about lucid dreaming in the news or on some TV show, but you probably 
didn't hear them talk about the wondrously erotic adventures it can open up for 
people. It was the same for me. But when I put two and two together, I realized 
just how much fun this amazing skill could allow me to have.

At the time, I was (and am) totally and lustfully into camgirls, so the idea of 
being able to boogie with them in my dreams any time I wished was a 
proposition I just couldn't ignore. I searched for as much reading material on 
the subject as I could find, and read until my eyes were bloodshot. That night 
when I went to bed, the idea of sexual lucid dreaming was dominating my 
thoughts. A few hours later, I awoke from a dream where I was half-lucid!

In the dream, I was in a locker room with a particular camgirl I'd been obsessed 
with. She was dressed as a cheerleader in the dream (the model would often 
wear cheerleader outfits during her cam shows) and she looked absolutely good 
enough to eat! I achieved a bit of lucidity and began to take control of the 
dream. I grabbed the amazingly hot cheerleader by the shoulders and said 
something like "I'm gonna fuck you NOW, baby!" As I recall, her eyes opened 
wide at me and she began to pull up her skirt in a kind of obedient 
manner...while I experienced the most intense sexual arousal that I had ever felt 
in my life.

Now, you have to understand...I was so aroused not only because I was about to 
nail a sexy cheerleading cam queen, but also because I possessed all the power 
in that world and I knew it! She had to do exactly what I wanted because I was 
the boss...it was MY world! Right when we were about to go at it, I lost the 
dream and woke up...major blue balls!! But the point is that just having done all 
that reading about lucid dreaming before going to sleep was enough to push me 
into semi-lucidity during my dream period. It was a great confidence booster 
and I was determined to develop the skill fully so that I could have all the lucid 
dreaming adventures that were due me and my pervy camgirl-obsessed mind.

After a while, I developed a mastery over lucid dreaming that allowed me to 
have lucid dreams pretty much whenever I wanted. It was amazing because I 
had never had a bonafide lucid dream before studying the phenomenon, so it 
wasn't that I was predisposed with a talent for this or anything (people who tell 
you that you're either gifted with the ability to lucid dream, or you aren't, are 
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full of it...anyone can learn to master this skill). I have fucked just about 
everything that moves in my dreams, and let me tell you...I'm a very happy 
dreamer. I have experienced a life-changing sexual revolution, and it has taken 
place entirely within my own head!

The sex I have in my dreams is sooo lifelike...I can't even tell the difference 
between dream sex and real sex anymore. In fact, the sex I have in dreams is 
often more sensual and intense than sex in the real world! The smells, the 
sensations, the passions can be magnified to beyond anything that can be 
experienced normally. It's difficult to explain in words, you're just gonna have to 
try it for yourself. When you do, prepare to be overwhelmed by a sense of pure 
freedom...all of a sudden, you will be the god of your world...able to do 
whatever you want to do without any fear of judgment or of consequences. It is 
a feeling of complete and total control over your environment, and that aspect 
alone is so immensely erotic that it cannot be overstated.

Your body will feel brand new...no pains, no fatigue, nothing that would indicate 
any physical limitations at all. If you're a guy, your dick will be as big as you want 
it to be! No more having to feel ashamed or inadequate when you're naked in 
front of a sex partner...cuz you will be hung like a freaking donkey, if that's what 
you want! It will all be on your terms, and everything that takes place will only 
take place because you want it to. It's your head, so it's your rules.

Oh, and the benefits don't actually stop when you wake up, by the way. I've 
found that I'm tremendously more confident and "charming" with real women, 
now that I have thousands of dreamsex adventures under my belt. It's like my 
mind doesn't even realize that all that nookie I've had, over the years, wasn't 
real. It's as if I had actually been with all those girls in real life. I've received all 
the confidence that would normally come with that buttload of sexual 
experience. You should see me operate at night clubs -- hot girls seem to just 
rain down on me! And I'm a fucking geek, people.
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Learning To Be a Lucid Dreamer

Cool, so you want to become a lucid sex dreamer, ay? You might be thinking, 
though, that learning lucid dreaming is probably really hard, or that it will take 
years of study in a Tibetan monastery, up on some snowy mountain 
somewhere. No, no, as it turns out, learning to lucid dream is actually quite 
straightforward and not difficult at all. In fact, like I alluded to earlier, many 
people can experience at least a partial lucid dream the first night they begin 
trying!

When I began to study lucid dreaming, I basically combed the internet looking 
for information on how best to proceed. Lots of different people had lots of 
different opinions on how best to go about developing the skill. It was more 
than a little confusing, and I have to admit, I felt discouraged because I couldn't 
really see a clear path of study that would lead me to achieving my goal of 
busting my never-ending nut all over a roomful of college cheerleaders (in my 
dreams, people...in my dreams).

I eventually developed a sophisticated method for reliably "inducing" stable 
sexual lucid dreams on demand, but the method is a bit too complex to go into 
here. Instead, what I want to do is show you some simple techniques just about 
anybody can begin using immediately to dramatically improve their chances of 
getting lucid. Many of you will be able to have a lucid dream the first night you 
put these tactics to work. For others, it might take several days of trying. One 
thing's for sure...it is definitely worth the effort!

Terminology

Okay, the first thing we have to do is get our terms straight. A "lucid dream" is 
technically any dream where you know you are dreaming. If you're cruising the 
Autobahn in a cherry red Porshe 911, with Peter Griffin riding shotgun, and you 
suddenly realize you're in a dream, you just became "lucid." Now, that's only the 
first level of lucidity. If you know you're in a dream, but you can't control 
anything in the dreamworld, you're at Level 1 lucidity. In order to get lucid 
enough to be able to have sex with people of your choice, you need to achieve 
what we call "full lucidity," or get damn near close to it. That's basically the level 
where you can do just about anything you want in the dream. You can fly, you 
can fart, and you can definitely fuck. It's "God mode."

Another term I need to clarify is the one that has to do with actually achieving 
lucidity. When lucid dreamers talk about achieving a lucid dream, they will 
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usually use the word "induction." Inducing a lucid dream can involve various 
different methods and rituals, each having different levels of effectiveness for 
different people. I'm not going to go into all of that here, but I will give you a 
condensed and pretty simple induction method to induce lucid dreams that will 
work for most people. 

Dream Recall

The most basic skill involved in lucid dreaming is the ability to remember your 
dreams. Most people don't remember the vast majority of the dreams they 
have, so they usually assume that they don't have many. Actually, it's been 
scientifically shown that humans have several dreams every night. What 
happens is that most people forget their dreams very shortly after awakening. 
This happens for very specific reasons that I won't bore you with, but you 
should know that, in order to become lucid, you need to work against this 
natural propensity to blackout your dreams. The way we do this is by keeping a 
dream journal, and through the use of bedtime affirmations.

A dream journal is simply a log of your dreams...like a diary. Every time you 
wake up from a dream, even if it's in the middle of the night, you should 
immediately reach for your dream journal and write down as many details of 
the dream you just had as you can recall. This record keeping process allows for 
you to become very familiar with your dreamworld and it's regular elements. 
Over time, this familiarity will significantly improve your ability to become lucid.

One highly effective trick you can use to aid your memory is to use pro-recall 
affirmations while you're drifting off to sleep. You do this by simply getting in 
bed, relaxing as much as possible, and then calmly repeating to yourself the 
message "I will remember my dreams." Repeat this affirmation in your mind 
until you fall asleep and you'll see that your dream recall will shoot through the 
roof!

Super Quick Induction Method

Now I'm going to show you how you can induce a lucid dream within a few days 
of trying. Some of you will get lucid the very first time. This tactic is highly 
effective, even with beginners, so there should be no problem achieving lucidity 
as long as you keep at it.

The first thing you must do is take a nap. Ideally, this should occur about 2 to 3 
hours after you awaken from a night's sleep. It's best if you've slept for no more 
than 6 hours when you awaken that day. So, if you normally sleep 8 hours per 
night, wake yourself after only 6 hours the day you try this. Then, take your nap 
a couple hours after that. Before you climb into bed for your nap, though, I want 
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you to read through this ebook, from start to finish (yes, even if you've already 
read it a million times). When you're done, get into bed and make sure it's nice 
and dark in your room. Take a few moments to completely relax your body. Try 
to clear your mind of any mundane concerns, or anything else that might pull 
your focus away from lucid dreaming. Think of yourself as an adventurer who is 
about to embark on a wondrous quest of exploration and discovery.

At this point, you should take a few moments to think about the concept of 
lucid dreaming. Discuss it with yourself in your head. Remind yourself how cool 
it is, and how it's so similar to virtual reality. Think about what you could do 
with it if you became adept at it. How many different things you could do, and 
how many places you could visit. Really try to immerse your mind in this whole 
idea of complete dream control and its amazing potential. 

After you've placed yourself in a super relaxed "adventure" mode and gone 
through the lucid dream contemplative stage, you need to begin reciting some 
affirmations in your head. Start with the message "I will remember my dreams." 
Repeat this message to yourself about 20 or 30 times. Try your best to remain 
relaxed and kind of "twilighty," but don't fall asleep. Once that's done, begin 
affirming the message "I am in command of my dreamworld" and repeat it 
another 20 or 30 times. When you affirm this message, I want you to do it in a 
dominant way, but don't allow yourself to enter into an aggressive mindset. Just 
matter-of-factly assert that you command your dreamworld. It's your head, and 
you rule it. You're the boss. It's just the way it is. No point in anyone contesting 
the fact. They try, they lose. Simple as that.

Once you're done with that, begin affirming the message "I am now entering a 
lucid dream." Be very relaxed and peaceful as you repeat this message until you 
fall asleep, fully expecting to become lucid in your next dream.

This process I've just described should get you into a lucid dream, but it could 
take a few tries before you're successful. Whatever you do, don't stop trying 
until it happens! As soon as you awake from your lucid dream, immediately 
begin recording as much of the details as you can remember in your journal.

In The Dream

Okay, so when you find yourself in a lucid dream for the first time, you may find 
that you lack control of the dreamworld (in other words, you might only be at 
Level 1 lucidity). Before you can get funky with anyone, you need to increase 
your level of control. The first thing you'll probably say when you realize you're 
dreaming is something like "Oh, shit, this is a dream!" That's fine, everybody 
says that, but the next thing you should say is something like "This is my dream 
and I'm taking control of it!" As you say this, raise your hand and begin snapping 
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your fingers insistently. I want you to be very dominant as you do this. Don't be 
thinking "Oh, cool, I'm in a lucid dream...I wonder how much I'll be able to do 
here." You need to have the mindset of a totally ruthless dictator (I'm serious). 
It's exactly this force of will that will allow you to achieve the level of lucidity 
you need in order to have real fun in your dream. There shouldn't be a doubt in 
your mind that you are the Mr. or Ms. Big Balls of your dreamworld. Even if 
you're a really nice, humble person in real life, you need to be a complete 
asshole when you're in a lucid dream, in terms of your disposition. This 
psychological element is essential to achieving full lucidity quickly.

Once you're able to achieve complete control of your dreamworld, you need to 
order up a sex partner. Now, experienced and trained lucid dreamers can do a 
whole lot of interesting things in a dream (change environments, create 
multiple people to interact with, etc) to set the stage for awesome dream 
shagging, but as a beginner, you shouldn't try to do too much too quickly. For 
example, if you find yourself in the hallway of your former high school, just stay 
there. Don't try to change the dreamscape to Paris, or Vegas, or Mars, or God 
knows where. Just get busy right there in front of Mrs. Tisdale's home 
economics class (she won't mind, trust me).

Pick the one person you most want to nail in the whole world (a camgirl, a 
celebrity, a friend, maybe even Mrs. Tisdale...hey, no judgments from me). 
When you've made your selection, just speak your desire out loud in a 
commanding tone and snap your fingers aggressively. The person will emerge 
from somewhere around you (usually from a place that's out of view...maybe 
from behind you). Once you've got the individual in front of you, there will be a 
tendency to lose some stability in the dream. You might notice strange 
characters showing up, or that the dreamscape begins to change. This is 
because your sexual excitement is causing physiological changes that are 
negatively affecting your mind's ability to keep the dream together.

The solution to this problem is to take a moment to remind "the dream" who 
exactly is in charge. Look up and say something like "Dream, I am in control 
here! I command you to stabilize!" Go ahead and snap your fingers until the 
dream complies with your demands (snapping your fingers, btw, is a gesture of 
domination which will always increase your level of control in any lucid dream). 

Once the dream calms down, you should be able to proceed and have sex. As 
you're doing the deed, you need to be aware of just how excited you're getting. 
Try to walk a fine line between enjoying yourself and staying in control. If you 
notice too much weird shit starting to happen, you need to pause and order the 
dream to stabilize again. If your sex partner morphs into someone else (when 
this happens, they usually morph into an elderly family member or your 
childhood pet -- sorry, but it's true) you should consider stopping to regain your 
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footing. Do something non-sexual and re-establish your primacy by talking to 
the dream and reminding it who the boss is. Once you feel confident 
everything's cool again, begin the fuckfest anew. 

As a general rule, the more sexually excited you get in a dream, the more likely 
it will lose cohesion and begin to fall apart. This is the reason almost all sex 
dreams end abruptly once things start to get good (or the person morphs into 
an unpalatable partner, as previously mentioned). I've developed a somewhat 
sophisticated way of dealing with this problem, but it's far too involved to 
explain here. I've been considering the option of making the method available 
in the form of an online course, but I haven't come to a decision on this yet. 
Please be sure to follow my email newsletter for any updates on this.

For now, the best thing you can do to mitigate this issue is to carefully balance 
your level of excitement during sex. Don't let yourself get too carried away 
during the carnal boogie. With experience, it will become easier and easier to 
do this successfully, and you'll still be able to get a LOT of enjoyment out of your 
dream nookie.
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Conclusion

In this ebook, I hope I've been able to paint a picture that helps you understand 
just how completely phenomenal sexual lucid dreaming really is. In my dreams, 
I've got a baseball-bat-sized dick and I go around screwing hot chick after hot 
chick in any scenario or setting I please. Do you have any idea what it's like to 
watch a porn video with some uberbabe in it, then go to sleep that night and 
fuck her brains out with a gargantuan penis?? I do, and I can honestly tell you, it 
definitely doesn't suck! I'm having the best sex of my life and it's only getting 
better and better as my imagination continues to come up with even hotter 
erotic situations to explore.

If you've ever wanted to be completely free of society's rules and moral 
restrictions, so that you could enjoy the kind of sex life you've always fantasized 
about, you need to become a lucid dreamer. Your mind is YOUR MIND...nobody 
can judge you for what goes on in there!! So, join me and the growing number 
of lucky fuckers who've discovered this amazing sexual paradise...and get ready 
to have the time of your life!
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Top Ten Reasons To Be a Lucid Dreamer

✔ 1) It's your mind, so you call the shots! Total sexual freedom...Fuck 
anyone you want!!

✔ 2) Your subconscious mind can't tell the difference between lucid dream 
experiences and real experiences, so you will gain sexual confidence in 
the real world as a result of your dream debaucheries!

✔ 3) It's pretty darn easy to learn...many people have at least a partially 
lucid dream their first night trying.

✔ 4) Life is too short to sit around and watch the perfect beautiful people 
of the world have a great time, while you're stuck at home playing with 
yourself...take control of the situation and get some serious action!!

✔ 5) This is like a hundred times better than a cam site, and a thousand 
times better than watching porn. With lucid dreaming, you can actually 
be in the damn porno and direct it at the same time!!

✔ 6) If you're a guy, you will have a dick the size of the Titanic in your 
dreams, only it won't go down unless you want it to!!

✔ 7) There's a definite difference between fantasy and reality...your actions 
in dreams carry no moral significance whatsoever, so get that kinky shit 
out of your system and knock yourself out!!

✔ 8) It really is indescribably, ridiculously cool!

✔ 9) Everything feels just like the real thing...your mind is the perfect 
holodeck, believe me!

✔ 10) Sex is only the beginning of the adventure...I've been to other 
worlds, my friend. Jump down the rabbit hole with me...you most 
certainly will not regret it!!
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Recommended Lucid Dreaming Aids

I want to take this opportunity to recommend a couple products that I regularly 
use to enhance my sexual lucid dreaming adventures. These products can help 
you increase the quality of your lucid dreams, and also improve your ability to 
become lucid, if you're having problems getting started. If you decide to buy any 
of this stuff, please purchase through my affiliate links below...it will really help 
me out! Thanks, guys!

➢ - Alteril Sleep System - This natural supplement and audio sleep system 
will help you relax and put you in the lucid dreaming groove as you fall 
asleep. The supplement contains several relaxation ingredients, 
including Valerian, which is a powerful anti-anxiety herb. The most 
important ingredient, though, is Melatonin, which is a natural deep-
sleep inducer that is used by master lucid dreamers the world over to 
dramatically enhance induction chances and dream quality. The 
melatonin will stabilize your dream periods and keep you from waking 
up from a dream too easily. The binaural beat mp3s are a great bonus, 
especially for lucid dreamers. When listened to before falling asleep, 
they aid in creating the optimal brainwaves needed for lucid dream 
induction. 

This product has been very helpful to me in facilitating stable lucid 
dreams. I take Alteril about 30 minutes to an hour before bedtime. Then, 
I just get in bed, put my headphones on, and listen to the soothing mp3s 
while I drift off. The two components of the product work in different 
ways, but I've found they both enhance lucidity to a tremendous degree. 
One helluva powerful combo.

➢ - Fleshlight - Here's a sex toy that is a definite must-have for all male 
sexual lucid dreamers. This handy little latex thingy disguised as a 
flashlight nearly perfectly simulates a vagina. You pound away at this 
baby and it will feel tight as the coed virgin you just nailed in your last 
dream. I use my Fleshlight to relieve myself immediately after waking up 
from a sexual dream, while the memory is still fresh...AWESOME, is all I 
have to say! It doesn't actually help you dream better...it just helps you 
"get comfortable" after the action is done, but the boner isn't!
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Parting Message

Listen, folks, I need your help. Part of the reason I sent you this ebook free of 
charge is because I'm on a bit of a mission. Having experienced the awesome 
sexual freedom that comes with being a master lucid dreamer, I cannot, in good 
conscience, keep this amazing phenomenon to myself. Very few people are 
aware of how powerful lucid dreaming is, and how it can completely change 
their lives -- especially in the realm of sexual fulfillment. I need you guys to help 
spread the word! Tell your friends about my site, or better yet, talk about it on 
social media.

Direct people to SexualDreamer.com so they can get a copy of this ebook and 
start following me on Twitter, where I will be offering additional tips and tricks 
that will help people get more out of sexual lucid dreaming. With your help, we 
can bring this pervy awesomeness to the masses and change the world for the 
booty! Um, I mean, for the better!!

Also, don't forget to signup for your free account at Sexual Dreamer Free Cams, 
if you're not already a member. The shit that goes on there will stiffen your dick, 
and drop your jaw to the floor! You can signup at Freecams.SexualDreamer.com

Never forget, my friends...The new sexual revolution is in your DREAMS!!

FIN
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